
CLOUD MANAGEMENT 
PLATFORM

Spend your time innovating, 
not managing the cloud

Streamline CloudOps, drive efficiency and deliver for your customers 
with the DoiT cloud management platform.

Companies all over the world rely on the cloud management platform to optimize the most 
important and time-consuming aspects of their cloud operations — giving them more time to improve 

applications, drive growth and delight customers.

*Available currently for AWS customers; coming to Google Cloud in 2021.

Use custom groupings to analyze and 
report costs in alignment to your business 
so you can fairly and accurately allocate 

costs across teams or applications.

Cost Attributions

Gain full visibility of your public cloud spend 
to help you check your hunches and make 

better sense of cloud costs, all from the 
cloud management platform.

BigQuery FinOps Dashboard

Use custom groupings to analyze and report 
costs in alignment to your business, so you 

can fairly and accurately allocate costs across 
teams or applications.

Cost Attributions

Gain end-to-end visibility of your cloud spend 
to help you make better sense of your cloud 

bill and more accurately forecast costs.

Analytics Reports

Eliminate lock-in risk for unpredictable 
workloads with automatic management of 
AWS Reserved Instances and Google Cloud 

Committed Use Discounts*.

Maximized Compute Savings

Identify inefficiencies and optimization 
opportunities, with actionable 

recommendations automatically surfaced by 
DoiT’s BigQuery FinOps dashboard.

BigQuery Lens

Optimization

Governance 

Analytics

Use custom groupings to analyze and 
report costs in alignment to your business 
so you can fairly and accurately allocate 

costs across teams or applications.

Cost Attributions

Gain full visibility of your public cloud spend 
to help you check your hunches and make 

better sense of cloud costs, all from the 
cloud management platform.

BigQuery FinOps Dashboard

Create budgets scoped to any combination of 
cloud resources across Google Cloud or AWS, 
and set forecasting threshold rules to trigger 

notifications when overages are detected.

Budget Management

Catch cloud spikes in real time without 
configuring a thing with ML-powered anomaly 
detection alerts across all services and teams.

Cost Anomaly Detection 



CLOUD MANAGEMENT 
PLATFORM

Manage the cloud and more
DoiT’s cloud management platform is your all-in-one tool for greater  

efficiency and performance in the cloud.

Benefit from self-service cloud 
experimentation with isolated 

sandbox environments.

Experiment safely without 
impacting production.

Know the true cost of running K8s-based 
workloads across clusters, 

namespaces and more.

Demystify your  
Kubernetes spend.

Use ML to isolate aspects of your 
cloud spend that are trending up or down 

with a single click.

Detect important  
spend trends.

Generate forecasts for any combination of 
cloud resources, across any timeframe.

Forecast any aspect of your  
cloud consumption.

Ben Hizak, CEO, Cherre

“Cloud Analytics by DoiT has been a great tool in helping us to focus 
on understanding technical cloud metrics and their related costs. It 

informed conversations that were previously hunches and it forced us to 
better understand our own processes. We saved money and ultimately 

became a better company.”

Learn more at doit-intl.com/cloud-management-platform

That’s right. Just pay your cloud bill through DoiT International 
to gain full access to the platform for no additional fee.

ALL THIS AND MORE IS AUTOMATICALLY AVAILABLE  
TO DOIT CUSTOMERS AT ZERO COST.


